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Responses to the Reviewer 2

We truly thank the anonymous reviewer for their constructive comments and suggestions for improving our work. We have addressed all the comments in our revised manuscript. The point-by-point responses to the comments are provided below.

Some general comments:
- Question 1: The writing may need to be improved.
  - Answer: Thanks for the comments. We have carefully polished the language and
- Question 2: I have doubts about the function of GDP’s VS. industrial water demand used by the authors, which leads to my doubts about the outcomes of this study.

- Answer: Thank you for the comments. In this study, the industrial water demand means the industrial net water withdrawal which was defined as the total water withdrawal minus the water that returns back to the river channel. The industrial water demand includes manufacturing water demand and thermoelectric water demand. As we are unable to get the electricity production projection in the Yellow River basin or in China, we assumed that the industrial water demand only include manufacturing water demand in this study. The manufacturing water demand is positively correlated with the economic metric manufacturing gross value added (Dziegielewski et al., 2002). It is more reasonable to estimate industrial water demand with manufacturing gross value added in total GDP than GDP. Based on the obtained GDP projection data and the share of manufacturing gross value added in total GDP over the 21st century from the UNEP GEO4 Driver Scenarios (Hughes, 2005), we have calculated the value added of manufacturing sector from 2010 to 2099. In the revision, we have rebuilt the function of the value added of manufacturing sector and industrial water demand followed Flörke et al. (2013) and recalculated the results.


Some specific comments:
- Question 3: L139: the full name of “SSP” should be provided before the use of abbreviations (e.g. L136)

- Answer: The full name of “SSPs” is “Shared Socio-economic Pathways”. Corrected in the text.

- Question 4: L162-164: There are only 6 GGHMs right? This 7th GGHM is shown as GGHM-GCMs in Table S4. Could the authors provide some explanation about this 7th GGHM?

- Answer: “GGHM-GCMs” in Table S4 is the median of all GGCM-GCMs pairs. We have clarified it in the revision.

- Question 5: L164-165: Based on Table S4, only WBM has “simulated runoff agrees well with the observed runoff”. Maybe add discussion about the performance of different GGHMs and the reasoning of performance difference.

- Answer: We have provided the setting and assumptions of the global gridded hydrological models and have added discussion about the performance of different GGHMs. The global models are usually not calibrated against streamflow observation, thus often show a considerable bias in monthly discharge. However, a recent study showed that the sensitivity of the global models to climate variability is in general similar as that of the regional models which are calibrated (Hattermann et al., 2016). It suggests the model results, after correction for bias, may be used to assess climate change impacts on water supply. We have proposed a simple method to correct model simulated water supply. The corrected simulations were evaluated the ISI-MIP models by comparing the model results against the streamflow observations. The results show that the bias-corrected water supply can reproduce well the reference conditions.


- Question 6: L192: It should be “Figure S3 (a)”.
- Answer: Corrected.

- Question 7: Figure S3: Typos in X-axis, change “pre” to “per”, change “captia” to “capita”
- Answer: Corrected.

- Question 8: L196: As I mentioned earlier. The relationship of GDP and industrial water demand has significant impact on the trend of water demand in the projection period, and therefore it has dominating effect on the outcome of this study. The authors should provide better literature review and methodology explanation about this relationship to future validate their results. One concern I have about this hyperbolic curve is that the range of GDP per capita that the curve is based on, as shown in Figure S3, is not matching with the GDP per capita range in the projection period as shown in Figure S2. After 2050, all the SSPs have GDP per capita greater than 50000 yuan, which is the maximum in Figure S3. As a result, for most part of the projection period, the GDP vs. industrial water demand relationship is at the plateau part of the curve, suggesting a linear increase of industrial water use with GDP increase. I’m not sure if this is a valid assumption, which leads to my doubts about the study outcome that industrial water demand will be the main contributing factor to water scarcity in the future.

- Answer: Thank you for the comments and suggestions. A number of models have been developed to calculate the industrial water demand quantitatively (e.g. Alcamo, 2003; Hanasaki et al., 2006, 2008; Flörke et al., 2013). Dziegielewski’s work (2002) showed that the manufacturing water demand is positively correlated with the economic
metric manufacturing gross value added. We have rebuilt the function of the value added of manufacturing sector and industrial water demand and have recalculated the results (see responses to Question 2).


- Question 9: L198-202: The effect of technologic advance on water use efficiency is considered in the study as explained here. It seems pretty minimal based on the results. I would suggest linking TC with GDP growth or at least test the sensitivity of industrial water demand to TC.

- Answer: Thanks for the suggestion. We have taken into account of the effect of technological change and recalculated the water demands following Hanasaki et al. (2013).


- Question 10: The writing in Section 4.1 and 4.2 needs to be improved. To list a few: L251 Please revise this sentence; L267 Please revise this sentence; L283: Please revise this sentence.

- Answer: We have read through the manuscript and improved English writing with help from English editors.

Please also note the supplement to this comment: http://www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/hess-2016-188/hess-2016-188-AC2-supplement.pdf